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Twenty-Five Years of Safety Promotion
The first issue of the Aviation
Safety Letter appeared in the
spring of 1973 in English.
To the best of our recollection, John Richards, then Chief
of Safety Promotion for
Transport Canada Air,
originated the concept of a
publication dedicated to promoting aviation safety. On a rotating basis, Andy Triolaire, Vern
Venholla and Mike Tyler shared
the duties as the first ASL
editors. They were followed by
Ross Elliot, in whose honour the
Ross Elliot Memorial Award
was later created to recognize
excellence in the promotion of
aviation safety in Transport
Canada. Then, in turn,
came Bill McLaughlin,
Diane Rothberg, Wayne Ralph,
Hugo Leech (briefly) and, in
1992, yours truly.
By the fall of 1973, distribution had been widened to
include all 30,000 Canadian
licensed pilots. By Issue 3/77,
we had added the logo “Learn
from the mistakes of others;
you’ll not live long enough to
make them all yourself...” to our
banner. In 1994, we changed
that logo to “Learn from what
others are doing right...” to put
a more positive spin on things.
However, the aim of the ASL
has not really changed over the
years. We have tried to convey
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Something old, something new...
For about a year now we have been hinting that changes are coming...
with this issue we’re introducing a few.
You will note from the appearance of this package that aviation
safety material has been added to the traditional aircraft accident reports.
This material will be produced by the Aviation Safety Division, whereas in
the past the Aircraft Accident Investigation Division has been the publisher.
Our two agencies work hand-in-hand; from investigations we will be deriving
much of the information for the Letter.
Our free subscription service is now approaching 10,000 - a
substantial increase over the last year or so, We’d like to think that this
is heartening evidence of your interest in “safety” - or put another way,
“getting the most out of your flying by doing it the safe way”.
We’d like to thank those of you who took time out to respond to our
earlier request for commentary about the quality of training.
We haven’t
been able to answer everyone although it’s our intention to make a stab at
it as soon as we can.
VFR Flight in Terminal Areas
From time to time we receive reports from
ATC that pilots on VFR flights have flown into or
through positive control zones (terminal areas)
w i t h o u t c l e a r a n c e . These zones are areas of high
traffic density and as an unexpected arrival, you
could be endangering yourself and others by a midair
collision.
Some VFR pilots may be unaware of these
zones, or are unfamiliar with the procedures for entry
into, or through them. G o o d p r e f l i g h t p l a n n i n g w i l l
alert you to this hazard; to help you in this, we
suggest you get “VFR Chart Supplement”. This compact
MDT publication contains amongst other interesting
items, the special VFR Terminal Areas Procedures. It
is updated every 84 days and the annual subscription
is $4.00.
For your copy write to:
Canada Map Office
Dept of Energy, Mines & Resources
615 Booth St
Ottawa. K1A 0E9
Going from Harrington Harbour to Haliburton Highlands? They’re both in
the VFR Chart Supplement.
Air pockets and downdrafts
Airspeed or lack of it? How about “downdraft”?
Having laid to rest the myth of the “air pocket”, the downdraft has
emerged to take its place.
In earlier years we ascribed the cause of many accidents

pilots were advised that their
ELTs were transmitting. It’s vital
that you make that ELT
listening-out check on 121.5 every
time that you shut down.

Fuel Tanks – AVGAS
Water Contamination
Getting airborne was easy. It
was the forced landing 15 min
later that sent the adrenalin
flowing into this pilot’s blood. “At
the first sign of rough running,
carb heat seemed to work...then
I lost all power except a very
faint idle. I picked out a field and
made a forced landing.” The next
day, they found ice in the fuel filter and sediment bowl; in fact,
the wing-tank drains were frozen
and there was ice in the bottom
of both tanks.
The aircraft was parked on the
ramp throughout the winter.

‘Run way Lights in
Sight. . . ”
Last year, 97 people were
killed when a 707 entered a particularly steep rate of descent in
the last 20 seconds of an instrument approach. As the runway
became visible, the first officer
called “you’re a little high,” and
so the captain increased his rate
of descent from 690 fpm to
1470 fpm. This excessive descent
continued until the aircraft
crashed.
Why? The captain had relied
primarily on visual clues. The
heavy rain on the windshield
may have caused the runway
lights to appear larger, thereby
convincing the pilot that he was
closer to the runway than he
really was.
“Runway lights in sight...” is a
reassuring call from the first officer, but it means that you’re
entering a critical phase of
flight. That transition from
instruments to the visual part of

After most flights, it was left
with fuel tanks less than half
full. On this aircraft type, as on
many others, the fuel caps are
recessed below the wing surface,
leaving space for the collection of
rainwater. Removal of the cap
without first drying out this
recess would permit water to
dribble into the tank. In addition,
the tank cap seals were in poor
condition. The night before the
incident, the aircraft had been
towed into a heated hangar for
repairs and by flight time it was
thawed out. The rapid change in
temperature and exposure to the
elements resulted in a build-up of
water from condensation and
seepage. After refuelling, the
stirring action in the tanks will
put the water in suspension;
before draining the sumps, wait a
few minutes for any water to
settle.
the landing requires more than
just a casual check of the flight
instruments. Your instrument
scan should continue, with visual
clues (such as VASI) added to it
as they appear. This way, during
transition, you’ll detect any deviations from the glide path and
desired rate of descent.
Having some visual clues may
tempt you to abandon your
instrument scan early, but rain
on the windshield changes the
perception of distance on the
approach. It can make lights
appear larger, which may convince you that the runway is
closer than it really is. With this
illusion, it’s easy to convince
yourself to increase the rate of
descent or descend prematurely.
Or rain may cause runway lights
to appear less intense by diffusing their glow. This would probably lead you to think that the
lights are farther away than
they actually are.
Don’t fall into the visual trap.
Maintain a good scan of your
flight instruments as you
transition from the instrument
phase to the visual approach and
landing.
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The Mirror Effect
Have you ever looked into a
wall-to-wall mirror and wondered exactly where the surface
was? Hard to tell, isn’t it? It’s
the same thing when taking off
or landing on glassy water.
Ask any experienced float
pilot — glassy water operations
are tricky and you need to be
extra alert. Here’s an example.
After refuelling on shore, a chopper pilot moved to a hover over a
glassy lake surface. As he began
his transition to forward flight,
the skids struck the water
surface, causing the chopper to
tumble into the water. Fortunately, the crew escaped uninjur-

ed as the chopper was sinking.
The pilot said he had never
been instructed on the hazards
associated with glassy water

operations. Have you? There is
more information on this subject
in Part 4 of the Flight
Information Manual (FIM).

There’s a school of thought
that says “you can’t avoid having
accidents,” and we must admit
that statistical evidence seems
to be on its side. But a close look
at accidents reveals that few, if
any, ever needed to take place.
It’s our firm opinion that
assuming the inevitability of
accidents saps the positive
thinking of those who are in the
best position to prevent them.
Persons involved in accidents
sometimes reveal a startling
lack of appreciation for this fact.
You’ll hear that “some kinds of
flying are dangerous; you only
have to look at the accident
record to see that!”
Take the pilot who lands a
small ski-equipped cargo plane
at a remote frozen lake. On landing, he discovers that the surface
is, quite slushy and that he has
picked up a fair amount of the
stuff during the landing roll. He
unloads his cargo, kicks off the
accumulation around the skis
and sets out for the takeoff. On
his first attempt, he gets

nowhere, and so he decides to
use the landing tracks. This
time, things go a little better,
but acceleration is still poor.
With only 250 to 300 yd. of lake
remaining at 40 mph, “I elected
to carry on and obtain 50 mph
and rotate....” Inasmuch as there
was a shoreline and trees at the
end of the lake, that attitude
took some self-control! The
aircraft became airborne for a
short distance but was so close
to the stall that the aircraft
wouldn’t accelerate. The
inevitable happened and the

aircraft crash-landed into trees.
It was the pilot’s contention
that “I honestly don’t know how
this could have been avoided in
this situation....” And he’s right.
The problem is that what the
pilot meant by “situation” was
the compelling urge to make
good a takeoff run that obviously
wasn’t going well, and indeed, to
attempt a takeoff in conditions
like that in the first place.
Certainly there was pressure to
get the aircraft out, but, as it
happened, it stayed there for
quite a while longer.
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Frost and Flight
When we say that we hate to
tell this story, we really mean it.
It’s a story that we’ve told you
before but still needs retelling.
After takeoff, the aircraft
remained in a steep nose-high
attitude, stalled, and dived into
the ground. Witnesses heard the
engine run erratically and it was
not producing power at impact.
However, more significantly, the
aircraft was noticed minutes
after the accident to be covered
with a heavy layer of frost.
Medical evidence established
that the pilot had experienced
stress for several minutes before
the impact, probably owing to
the feeling of doubt about his
aircraft. And well he should have
— the aircraft had been on the
river overnight, where it had
accumulated a heavy layer of
hoarfrost on its white wings.

Wake Turbulence
A 737 was climbing from
flight level 310 to 350, with a
747 cruising 12 mi. ahead at
FL 350, when the 737 encountered wingtip vortices, The 737
pilot said that “moderate chop”
for 45 seconds caused disturbance to articles in the passenger cabin, “annoying” the
occupants.
Sometimes, wake turbulence
is more than annoying — it can
be dangerous. We know of a
Canadian 727 that suddenly
rolled 90° while climbing
through the wake of a L1011
12 to 15 mi. ahead. Although the
terms “wake turbulence” and
“wingtip vortices” are often used
interchangeably, wake turbulence includes all of the disturbed air behind the aircraft,
including the downwash from
the wings, which initially can be

Further, a significant amount of
ice and water was found in the
fuel system. With the daily temperatures varying above and
below freezing, condensation was
inevitable in the half-filled
tanks. The below-freezing temperatures at the time also added
to the risk of ice accumulation on
the tailplane during takeoff.
He may have discounted the
significance of the hoarfrost on
his wings — if he noticed it. In
any case, it would have been an
1500 fpm. In this “wake” the two
wingtip vortices join within 5 to
20 wingspans behind the
aircraft. Wingtip vortices are by
far the most dangerous, possessing tangential speeds of 224 fps.
Vortices can persist for up to two
minutes, which means that they
are active at 16 mi. when the following aircraft is cruising at
math .8.

Mothballed Aircraft
A recent US National
Transportation Safety Board
bulletin drew attention to the
dangers of flying aircraft that
have been brought out of storage. In one case, an aircraft
stored for 19 months hadn’t been
properly prepared for storage or
checked over before it was flown
again. An inflight malfunction
resulted and the two occupants
were killed in the crash.
Proper preparation prior to
and after storage could have prevented this needless accident.

awkward job to remove it, with
his high-wing aircraft sitting out
on the water. But the fact
remains that a wing will lose lift
when the air rushing over the
upper surface does not adhere
firmly to its curvature. And
nothing will unglue air more
readily than the irregular
surface created by hoarfrost or
snow crust. Every year, there’s
evidence that pilots choose to
flirt with this lethal hazard.

Say That You’re There
The Twin Otter pilot was hopping mad. On final, he finds a
sander on the runway and has to
circle until it’s clear. On the
ground, he gives hell to the flight
service specialist for not clearing
the runway. Who’s at fault? The
pilot is.
Given a letdown clearance to
the uncontrolled aerodrome, the
pilot was instructed to call
immediately on the local mandatory frequency. He didn’t call
until final. There wasn’t time to
clear vehicles from the runway.
Many pilots have become complacent in a radar-controlled
environment. They have
accepted others, doing their
thinking for them. They expect
the same environment at nonradar-controlled airports, which
just isn’t available. Flying into
ASL 1/98 5

uncontrolled aerodromes is a different world. People on the
ground can’t know that you’re
there unless you tell them.
Other aircraft in the area will
know your intentions only if you
broadcast what they are.
Mandatory frequencies for
each aerodrome are published in
the VFR and IFR supplements.
Use them to communicate your
intentions and get the system to
work for you.

Snow, Slush and Drifts

the roll-out; the aircraft swung
to the left, and right rudder
didn’t stop it. When the left
wheel contacted snow at the
edge of the runway, it dragged
the aircraft around further. It
slid sideways 400 ft. through
deep snow, damaging the mainframe and lower cowling. Then
he had a few more telephone
calls to make.
— Another 172 pilot got too low
on final in strong gusty winds.
The mainwheels touched a
snowbank just short of the
threshold and the aircraft
flipped onto its back (photo). He
hadn’t made enough allowance
for the gusts and hadn’t seen the
snowbank.

Comes the “season to be jolly”
— not to mention extra vigilant
during takeoff, landing and
ground operations. Here are a
few brief examples of problems
some pilots encountered last
winter. Perhaps their experiences will help keep you out of
trouble.

— The experienced PA23 pilot
lined up with the centre of the
runway on approach — at least
he thought that he did. The
snow-covered unmarked runway
was difficult to distinguish from
the surrounding terrain and he
landed beside it. The right wing
struck a snowbank at high speed
and the aircraft pivoted 180°
and ended up well bent (photo).
— Enroute, a low-time 172
driver decided to land to make a
phone call. The airfield that he
picked was only semi-snowcleared, and so he attempted a
short-field landing with an 8-kt.
tailwind. He didn’t make it. On
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— A 150 student was practising
solo for his night rating. On
landing, the aircraft bounced.
With the nose high, he lost track
of the runway. The aircraft
drifted left and, when it touched
down again, the left wheel was
in snow. This dragged it into a
snowbank, where it nosed over
inverted. Diversion of attention,
even briefly, can lead to trouble.
— A Bellanca pilot was done in
by a patch of slush. After the
landing, the left wheel hit the
patch and the machine was
dragged into a snowbank and
badly damaged.
— A PA28 pilot was practising
“off airport procedures.” The
trouble was that the wind was
outside the maximum crosswind
limits on the runway that he
elected to use. It was more
favourable on other runways. He
used 25° of flap on approach and
landing, then brought them up

shortly after touchdown. As the
aircraft decelerated, it weathercocked into the snowbank along
the side of the runway. Ignoring
the “book” resulted in an
unexpected “off airport” landing,
a bent propeller, a damaged
nose gear, a crumbled wing, and
probably a sadder but wiser
pilot.
— The pilot of a ski-equipped
185 purposely planned to take
off close to the edge of a snowcovered taxiway with center
bare patches. Unfortunately, he
was a little slow correcting for
gyroscopic effect as he poured on
the power. The aircraft swung.
The left ski hit a snowbank and
that was the end of the trip. The
maneuvering safety margin had
been cut too fine for recovery
after a mistake.
— An experienced senior commercial pilot with an instrument
rating had difficulty seeing
where he was going on takeoff.
It had been snowing all day and
the runway was covered with
two inches of fresh snow. Vis
was down to less than a mile.
Melting snow on the heated
windshield added to his visibility problem, even though he
got out of the aircraft just before
takeoff to wipe it off. The
runway lights were partially
obscured by snow and he had
trouble making out the edges of
the runway. He lined up with
what he thought was the center
and applied takeoff power. The
aircraft went straight as an
arrow at a slight angle before it
ran off the runway some 600 ft.
along (photo). The nose gear collapsed as it plowed through a
snowbank.

Two propellers were bent and
the nose split open (photo). The
provincial government operating
the airport is evaluating a more
suitable type of day/night/allyear runway markers.

A few reminders of winter
hazards from other pilots’ experiences. We don’t want to write
about you next year.

decision-making concepts might
appear to be complex, the workshop materials are presented in
language that pilots understand.
You’ll benefit by discussing
successful flight scenarios resulting from correct decisions as well
as learn from the fatal mistakes
of others that resulted from
either wrong or no decisions. The
sessions will help you identify
risks, stress and negative attitudes and teach judgment and
decision-making concepts. Some
of the concepts may be new to
you. If not, hearing them again
will jog your memory. We recommend that you give Pilot
Decision Making a shot. Who
knows — the life that you save
may be your own.

Pilot Decision Making
and Safety
If you’ve decided to actively
participate in the Pilot Decision
Making workshops now being
conducted by your Regional
Aviation Safety Officer, you’ve
already made a significant personal contribution towards the
promotion of aviation safety in
Canada. We hope that you’ll
attend and share your concerns
at all of the PDM safety sessions
being offered in your area.
If you’re undecided about participating, contact your RASO
and ask for more information
about decision-making training
and what it can do for you.
The program is very dependent on your participation. By your
sharing some of your thoughts
and concerns, others will benefit
from your experiences. Of course,
you’ll gain too by listening and
analysing the thoughts and concerns of other pilots.
The workshops being presented across the country by aviation safety specialists were
developed by an international
group of experienced pilots and
aviation psychologists. Although

You wake up in the morning,
your brain clicks on and you
have to start making decisions.
Do you work? Do you play? What
do you wear? What do you eat? If
you’re a flyer, you’ll be deciding
from preflight to post-flight. Are
you prepared for it? Are you
rested? Are you current? Can
you handle it? Do you have a
system to exercise sound judgment to assist you in completing
a flight safely and efficiently?
Canadian aviation accident
stats continue to reveal that too
high a percentage of cause factors relate to judgment and decision making.

The following examples from a
recent stack of Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Aviation
Occurrence Reports support that
finding.
A Cessna A188B pilot decided
to attempt a takeoff from a
16 ft.-wide dirt road. With ditches
on either side, there was no margin for error. He lost directional
control and ran the aircraft into
the ditch on the left side, causing
substantial damage.
The first poor decision was
landing there. The second and
costly one was attempting to
take off.
A Piper PA3l-310 Navajo
pilot attempted a cargo flight
with three scheduled delivery
stops. During the deliveries, the
aircraft wasn’t refuelled or even
shut down at the last two stops.
Enroute after the last delivery,
both engines stopped. The aircraft was landed wheels up in a
ploughed field. Damage was
extensive.
The pilot admitted that he
didn’t compute fuel requirements and stated that he was
anxious to get home because his
wife was ill in the hospital.
Being preoccupied and stressed
can have a disastrous effect on
decision-making processes.
Although the pilot of a Lake
LA4-200 was not instrument
rated and most of his recent flying had been day VFR flights, he
decided to depart from a remote
site in marginal weather at
night. Shortly after takeoff, the
aircraft impacted the ice of a
lake at high speed. The pilot and
passenger were killed. The decision for the night departure in
snow showers was the wrong one
for the day VFR operator.
After starting the Piper
PA-28-140, the pilot went to
lunch and left the aircraft engine
idling for 20 min. After lunch, he
noticed that the aircraft was covered with hoarfrost. He removed
some from the wing-root areas,
but left the outer wings as they
were. After a longer-than-normal
takeoff roll, the aircraft became
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1989 — 11/5;
1990 — 14/4; and
1991 — 11/3.
Therefore, in comparison
with past years, the analysis
shows no significant trend since
the call was eliminated.
The old friendly reminder
was nice and probably saved
some costly embarrassments,
but, ATS procedures aside, it
remains the pilot’s responsibility to ensure that the
checks are completed for
every stage of the flight.

"Check gear down”

The ASL at Twenty-Five...Still Focussing on People Problems
Although much in aviation has
changed in the past twenty-five
years, much has remained the
same. Looking over back issues
of the ASL, we are reminded
forcefully that there are no new
accidents. What we see, time and
again, are incidents where, somehow, an individual takes or fails
to take an action, which eventually leads to a smoking crater or
a few moments of stark terror.
From such a review, it is easy to
draw the conclusion that this
safety promotion stuff is not
working. Easy, but wrong.
Safety promotion is not the
province of a bunch of earnest
do-gooders diligently running
around taking all the joy out of
flying; rather, it is something
done by experienced people who
have identified various aviation
hazards, assessed the risk that
those hazards pose, and developed ways of reducing that risk.
The ASL takes these lessons,
most of which were developed by
working pilots, and shares them
with almost all Canadian pilots.
Learning from the mistakes of
others can help prevent the terror often associated with learning
from mistakes of your own.
Often, accidents are caused

by, well, people being people.
Human performance limitations
have bedevilled aviation since
Orville bet Wilbur that the
machine would indeed fly. The
limitations are not solely those of
pilots; designers, maintainers
and others involved in aviation
all contribute their share of
human-performance causes to
aviation accidents and incidents.
These human-performance
occurrences have occupied the
ASL during its first twenty-five
years. In that time, aviation has
advanced. Improvements in
basic training have helped
Canadian aviators reduce the
frequency with which specific
errors occur. Still, as a casual
reading of Civil Aviation Daily
Occurrence Reporting System
(CADORS) reports will show,
many of the same old errors continue to occur. The encouraging
thing is that the frequency of the
errors seems to be declining.
Advances in technology help
pilots — and others — avoid
some of the more glaring errors
from the past. However, technology imposes its own demands.
One of the most frequent questions in automated cockpits is
“What is it doing now?” This is

not a comforting thought in midapproach on the mythical dark
and stormy night.
Regardless of the technological improvements, the basic
building blocks for aviation risk
management are still the standard Mark 1 human beings who
sit down to design a better
widget, build a better aircraft,
fly the airplane, maintain the
airplane, control the airplane, or
complete one or more of the
many tasks needed to ensure
that a specific flight will get from
A to B successfully. The ASL is
aimed at these marvellously versatile, but quite vulnerable, links
in the chain.
Over the years, the various
ASL editors have struck a chord
with readers, outlining effective,
efficient ways of getting the job
done without being preachy.
This particular issue of the ASL
marks two milestones in the
newsletter’s life. Yes, it is the
twenty-fifth anniversary issue,
but it is also the last one produced by Leif Schonberg, who is
returning to the hangar line as a
flight instructor for Transport
Canada’s pilot force.
In his years with the ASL,
Leif focussed on general aviaASL 1/98 9

far, so good. However, she didn’t
have the information needed to
be of much help, that is, where
the pilot was going and how long
he was expected to be gone.
In this case, the weather was
good and there were no serious
injuries. But let’s change a
couple of things. Let’s suppose
that a rapidly moving cold front
rolled through the area well
after the time that the pilot
intended to be back, but before
any alarm had been raised. Let’s
suppose, too, that serious injuries had resulted during the
forced landing. Then what? The
outcome could have been sadly
different.

Sure, filing a flight plan, etc.,
can be a drag, but not filing one
can lead to results that are even
more of a drag. In this instance,
a pilot spent an unexpected
night in the wilderness and was
apparently little the worse for it.
However, the potential for disaster was there.
If you’re one of those hardy
individualists who says, “A
plague on NAV CANADA and all
of its works,” you might want to
do a quick attitude check; they’re
nice people, really, and they’re
there to help you. If you must
express yourself by ignoring
them, find a trusted agent, such
as a spouse or a friend, and tell

him, her or it, “I’m going flying
along this route from A to B to C
and back to A, and if I’m not
back by nine o’clock tonight, call
the FSS and tell them that I’m
down somewhere along that
route.” Additional information
such as the colour of the aircraft,
the number of people on board,
and the survival gear and radios
on board would also be useful for
this person to have.
Yes, this episode ended well,
but it did so through good luck,
not good management. This pilot
bet his life on good luck. Would
you be as lucky as he was?
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System Safety Regional Activities
Atlantic Region
cost: $100
Company Aviation Safety Officer Workshop
March 31 to April 2, 1998
St. John’s, NF
Course loading of twenty-four participants
Registration contact: G. Mike Doiron – (506) 851-6177
Quebec Region
Company Aviation Safety Officer Workshop
08:30
Quebec: Quebec Inn, 7175 Hamel Blvd. W, Ste-Foy
February 3 to 6, 1998
Registration contact: Janine Leclerc – tel.: (514) 633-3249; fax: (514) 633-3705
On request, Quebec Region offers the following:
– a one-day Cockpit Resource Management course; and
– a one-day Pilot Decision Making course.
Information contact: Janine Leclerc – tel.: (514) 633-3249; fax: (514) 633-3705
A three-hour Safety Seminar is offered to pilots as one way to meet the requirements of
Canadian Aviation Regulation (CAR) 421.05.
Information contact: Brigitte Ouellet – tel.: (514) 633-3233; fax: (514) 633-3705
Ontario Region
Human Factors in Pilot Decision Making
This course meets the requirements of Commercial Air Services Standards (CASS) 722.17,
723.28 and 724.24 for flight in reduced visibility in uncontrolled airspace, as well as the currency
requirements for the private pilot licence.
This is an eight-hour program and is presented in one day or over two evenings. There is no
charge.

